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OPERATORS AND SERVICE TECHNICIANS SHALL READ THIS 
HANDBOOK THOROUGHLY BEFORE STARTING TO USE THE 
MACHINE OR CARRYING OUT MAINTENANCE.  THIS HANDBO-
OK MUST BE KEPT NEAR THE MACHINE SO THAT IT MAY BE 
READILY CONSULTED AND MUST ALWAYS ACCOMPANY THE 
MACHINE EVEN IF SOLD ON AT A LATER DATE.

    CAUTION

   CAUTION

FOR THE SAKE OF CLARITY SOME OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN 
THIS MANUAL SHOW THE MACHINE WITHOUT ITS GUARDS.
NEVER USE THE MACHINE WITHOUT THE GUARDS UNLESS 
YOU ARE SPECIFICALLY TOLD TO DO SO FOR SERVICING 
PURPOSES.
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1INTRODUCTION

1.1 TRAINING USING THE MANUAL

The Use and Maintenance Manual is part of the machine and its aim to give you all the necessary 
information to:
-  use it with security conditions
-  install it correctly
-  to deep the functioning knowledge and its limits
- to work correctly and with security conditions
-  make productions changes and maintenance, in a correct and secure way
-  clean the tank
-  environmental constraints operating
-  its disposal with security conditions and in compliance with the existing norms protecting the 
worker and environment health

Also to identify and inform risks of the residuals
For its particular technical data together with the kind of the product to be reclaimed, the 
IST RECLAIMER needs, to work properly, that nearby there is an easy access to the up-
dated solvent(s) MSDS, copy of the Use and Maintenance Manual, and furthermore the IST 
RECLAIMER has to be operated by a personnel that:
- knows and understand the language in which the manual is written
- has at least 2 years experience in using solvents
- knows the risks that can occur working with solvent, and also the use of the solvent to reclaim
- has an easy access and can read, understand and interpret the IST RECLAIMER MANUAL
- knows and use the DPI requested
- knows and understand the expressed pictograms messages
- knows and understand the command actuators and the security devices 

THOSE RESPONSIBLES FOR COMPANY ALLOCATION WHERE THE MACHINE 
IS INSTALLED MUST, AS PER THE EXISTING NORMS, READ AND UNDERSTAND 
THIS DOCUMENT AND MUST MAKE IT READ BY THE MAINTENANCE OPERATOR 
SPECIALLY THE PART OF HIS COMPETENCE AND VERIFY THAT IT HAS BEEN 
TOTALLY UNDERSTOOD.

So, as it is ordered by the current regulatory framework referred to health and security in the 
working place, the names of the operators that have been instructed about the content of the 
Use Maintenance Manual must be communicated, by the ordered, by fax (in letterhead) to IST 
S.p.A.  In case of staff turnover for the IST RECLAIMER, the customer has to send always by 
fax (in letterhead) the names of the formed operators about the Use and Maintenances Manual.
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1.3 KEEPING THE GUIDE

The Use And Maintenance Guide must be kept clean and secure and in the event of a change 
in ownership, it must be passed on to the new owner.

In the event of a change in ownership, the customer shall provide I.S.T. with all the data con-
cerning the new owner, in order to simplify exchange of information between the parties and 
any updating of this Use And Maintenance Guide .

Handle this Guide with clean hands and avoid placing it on dirty surfaces to ensure that it always 
stays in good condition. 

It must be kept in a room protected from the damp and heat and must always be available within 
reach, for consultation.

No part shall be removed, modifi ed or torn out.

1.2 HOW TO READ AND USE THE GUIDE

The guide is divided into sections, chapters and paragraphs, so that information is structured 
in the clearest possible manner. The pages are progressively numbered.
Information research can be based on both key words in the section titles and by consulting 
the contents.

The technical instructions, drawings and documents included in this Guide are confi dential and 
are the exclusive property of I.S.T. and may not be reproduced in any manner, either completely 
or in part.

The customer is also responsible for ensuring that, in the event of the guide being modifi ed, 
only the latest version is available in the department where the system is used.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO USE THE IST RECLAIMER WITHOUT THE COMPANY 
RESPONSIBLE AGREEMENT AND HIS SECURITY OF THE LEVEL OF 
UNDERSTANDING BY THE OPERATORS OF THE USER MANUAL AND MSDS 
OF THE SOLVENTS THAT ARE TO BE RECLAIMED.

The assumption of the IST RECLAIMER by the customer means that they must comply with 
the above exposed.
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DANGER

CAUTION

Indicates situations or problems that can jeopar-
dise the users’ safety due to  risk of industrial 
accidents or death.

Indicates situations or problems concerning the 
system’s effi ciency of operation, which do not 
jeopardise the users’ safety.

ATTENTION
Indicates important general information which 
does not jeopardise the users’ safety or the correct 
operating of the system.

1.4 SYMBOLS USED IN THE GUIDE

1.5 NORMS

This use and maintenance guide has been drawn up in conformity with the following instruction 
manual standards.
For the Reclaimer specifi c directives and norms, consult the machine EC DECLARATION OF 
CONFORMITY
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1.6 CONDITIONS FOR WARRANTY VALIDITY - LIABILITY
I.S.T. S.p.A. warrants that the products supplied are as established in the agreement in terms 
of quality and type and that they are free of defects which may cause them to be unsuitable 
for their specifi c intended use. The warranty for manufacturing defects is exclusively limited to 
product defects resulting from defects in the materials used or from design and manufacturing 
problems attributable to I.S.T. S.p.A.
In addi t ion,  the warranty does not  cover defects due to normal wear and 
tear of the products in relation to parts subject to fast and continuous wearing out. 
The warranty on the products purchased may be claimed only on condition that the same pro-
ducts have been paid in full. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the warranty has a 12 month 
term starting from the date of installation and shall not exceed 18 months following the delivery 
date. On stipulating the sales agreement, the warranty term may be extended to 24 / 36 months, 
subject to prior technical analysis of the application specifi cations for the machine/equipment. 
The above mentioned warranty may be claimed on condition that the products have been pro-
perly used, in compliance with the instructions provided in the Use and Maintenance Manual, 
that the products have not been repaired, modifi ed or tampered without the prior written con-
sent of I.S.T. S.p.A., and that the defects found have not been caused by chemical or electric 
substances. The Purchaser shall verify that the products are conform and free of defects within 
7 days as of the product delivery date and, however, always before using the product in any 
manner whatsoever. 
The Purchaser shall report any evident defects or faults found in writing, by and not later than 
7 days as of the product delivery date, while any hidden and/or functioning defects (which can 
therefore be identifi ed only after using the product) shall be reported within 7 days as of their 
discovery and however, not after the warranty term expiry. All warranty claims shall be submitted 
to I.S.T. S.p.A. in writing, based on the instructions and methods given by the same, providing a 
detailed list of the defects or non-conformities found. The Purchaser shall no longer be entitled 
to any warranty claim if they do not allow I.S.T. S.p.A. to perform reasonable checks as may 
be required. 
Following a regular warranty claim from the Purchaser, with the aim of providing the best pos-
sible service to cost ratio, I.S.T. S.p.A. may: 
a) repair the defective products; it is understood that all the expenses resulting from the repair 
operations performed by I.S.T. S.p.A. shall be borne by the same. 
b) send to the Purchaser’s Headquarters (DAP Incoterms 2010) components of the same type 
and in the same quantity as those found defective; in this case, the repair under warranty may 
only be performed by experienced/qualifi ed personnel and only subject to a written authorization 
from I.S.T. S.p.A., which shall always contain specifi c instructions. 
c) issue credit notes in favour of the Purchaser - for amounts not exceeding the costs which 
would be incurred if the repair was carried out at I.S.T. S.p.A.’s plants - only subject to I.S.T. 
S.p.A.’s prior approval of the cost estimate that the Purchaser shall communicate before per-
forming any repairs. In these cases, I.S.T. S.p.A. may request that the defective products be 
returned, and such products will become their property. 
In the event that the defects found are not attributable to I.S.T. S.p.A., the expenses incurred 
for product repairs and replacements shall be calculated and invoiced to the Purchaser. 
The warranty herein includes and replaces all legal warranties for defects and conformities and 
fully relieves I.S.T. S.p.A. from any other possible liability connected with the products supplied; 
in particular, the Purchaser may not claim other damage compensations and in no event may 
I.S.T. S.p.A. be held liable for indirect or consequential damages. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 2

2.1 DETAILS ABOUT THE SYSTEM AND THE MANUFACTURER

Manufacturer: I.S.T. - ITALIA SISTEMI TECNOLOGICI S.p.A.
   via S. Anna, 590
   41122 MODENA (MO) - ITALIA
   Phone +39.059.314305 - Fax +39.059.315726
   V.A.T.  Number: 02799130360

Equipment: SOLVENT RECLAIMER
   type:  HR
   model: 600

2.2 IDENTIFICATION PLATE

The identifi cation plate is located on the side of the system.

Do not tamper with the system and/or the data engraved on the plate, under  
any circumstances.
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2.3 PICTOGRAPHS ON THE SYSTEM

Prohibition, necessity and danger pictographs are present on the system. Follow the instructions 
carefully, as non-observance may cause serious personal injury.
Make sure that the pictographs are always present and legible, if not apply or replace them.

DANGER OF ELECTROCUTION
Presence of electrically powered components.

NO SMOKING AND/OR USING NAKED FLAMES

DO NOT USE WATER TO PUT OUT A FIRE
In the event of a fi re use appropriate dust or CO2 extin-
guishers.

DANGER OF BURNS
Presence of components subjected to high temperatures, 
risk of burning the hands.

DANGER OF HANDS CRUSHING
Presence of components that can be dangerous for fi n-
gers or hands.

PROHIBITION TO REMOVE PROTECTION AND/OR 
SECURITY DEVICES.

PROHIBITION TO NON AUTHORIZED PERSONS.
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GLOVES MUST BE USED FOR PROTECTING THE 
HANDS.

A MASK MUST BE USED TO PREVENT INHALING TO-
XIC SUBSTANCES.

GOGGLES OR SHIELDS MUST BE USED TO PRO-
TECT THE EYES AND FACE.

OBLIGATION TO USE SECURITY SHOES TO PROTECT 
THE FEET.

OBLIGATION TO USE THE HELMET TO PROTECT THE 
HEAD.

OBLIGATION TO READ CAREFULLY THE MANUAL 
BEFORE USING THE MACHINE OR BEFORE MAKING ANY 
MAINTENANCE WORK.
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2.4 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Non-observance of the most elementary care and safety precautions is almost 
always the main cause of industrial  injuries.

- Read this Guide carefully before starting up, operating and carrying out maintenance opera-
tions on the system;

-  Use the machine within the established limits defi ned for its technical performance;
-  All operating and maintenance operations must be carried out by qualifi ed personnel, accor-

ding to the regulations concerning industrial accidents, although not specifi cally mentioned in 
the Guide;

-  Always keep the system’s signals and protections against accidents in good condition; if they 
are removed during maintenance operations, they must be restored before  starting the system 
again;

-  Do not open the covers and guards while the system is in operation;
-  Do not wear rings, wristwatches, jewellery and loose clothing which could get entangled in 

the moving parts; it is advisable to wear suitable clothing to prevent accidents. Always follow 
the safety instructions applicable;

-  Do not tamper with the safety devices installed on the system; 
-  Clean the machine covers and control panels using a soft cloth soaked in a mild cleaning solu-

tion; do not use solvents such as alcohol or petrol as this may damage the system‘s surfaces.
- Keep all-round the machine clean to avoid  falling or sliding.
- Do not use the system if it is damaged; inform the person in charge of maintenance regarding 

functioning faults;
- Do not carry out any operation without previous  authorisation and do not allow unauthorised 

persons to handle the system;
- Disconnect  the power supply before carrying out any maintenance operations on the electrical 

components;
- The control board must always be kept closed;
- Do not open the tank lid during the distillation cycle: you run the risk of being splashed with 

toxic gaseous substances at very high temperatures;
- Always  wear gloves to protect the hands, a mask to avoid inhaling toxic substances and 

goggles  for protecting the eyes, when loading or unloading the tank;
- Do not wear clothing that may cause electrostatic charges as this may lead to the solvent 

fumes catching fi re;
- Do not smoke or use a naked fl ame near the machine while the machine is being used or 

while maintenance or other operations are being carried out .
-  In the event of the system catching fi re, disconnect the power supply immediately and put out 

the fi re using a dust or CO2 fi re extinguisher. Do not use water.
- Pregnant women or people that have Pace Maker are not allowed to work with the reclaimer.
- Do not use cellular phones near the reclaimer.
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2.5 DANGEROUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS

The operator must have suffi cient knowledge of the solvent‘s  characte-
ristics and reactions, the dangers it can provoke and the precautions to 
be taken. This information is contained in the technical and safety data 
sheet which must be supplied together with the solvent.

It is advisable to keep the solvent data sheets ( together with this Guide 
if possible) within easy reach, ready for rapid consultation.

Only infl ammable solvents belonging to explosive groups IIA and IIB and 
with self-ignition higher than 250°C can be reclaimed.

The operator runs the risk of being exposed to dangerous chemical reac-
tions if unsuitable solvents are introduced into the reclaimer.

 2.5.1 PEROXIDES

It is essential to avoid any reaction due to the presence of peroxides which may be formed in 
the absence of stabilisers and in the presence of oxygen. Solvents such as: 
Tetrahydrofuran (or THF or Tetramethylene Oxide, or 1.4 -Epoxybutane ) 
Diethyl Ether ( or Ethyl Ether , or Ether or Ether Oxide or Common Ether ) 
Disopropyl Ether ( or Isopropyl Ether, or DIPE ) 
1.4 Dioxane ( or Dioxane, or p-Dioxane or Diethylene Oxide ) 
Ethyl Cellosolve ( or Ethylene glycol-Monoethyl Ether, or 2-Etoxyethanol ) Alcohol oxides and 
Ketones 
Butyl Cellosolve ( or Ethylene glycol-Monobutyl Etherem or 2-Butoxyethanol )

The person who uses the solvents mentioned above must be aware of the 
possibility of formation of peroxides in the absence of stabilisers, as danger 
from these solvents is not restricted to the distillation process alone, but is 
also present during handling phases (storage, operation, etc. ). 
The safety data sheet of such solvents must contain all the necessary 
information  regarding formation of peroxides and the precautions to be 
taken (stabilisers, type,  quantity and analysis methods).
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2.5.2 NITRIC SUBSTANCES AND NITRATES
  
It is forbidden to use the system with substances and solvents which may cause reactions due 
to the heating of nitric substances (Nitromethane, Aromatic nitrates) and nitrates (Nitric Acid 
Ester) as there is risk of explosion. 
 

2.5.3 NITROCELLULOSE 
 

Special care must be exercised in the case of solvents contaminated with Nitro-
cellulose as a residual component, as in some types of ink or paint. The safety 
data sheets of products containing Nitrocellulose (paints, ink or other products) 
must indicate the contents. 

For reclaiming solvents containing Nitrocellulose contact I.S.T. After Sales Service and take into 
consideration the following points: 
- never allow the temperature to exceed 120°C while heating the diathermic oil; 

If the reclaimer is NOT arranged beforehand with nitricellulose kit: keep the 
reclaimer in an area away from the production area, from operating stations and 
other installations, preferably in the open, while ensuring adequate protection against  
atmospheric conditions. 

- never set the thermostats  in such a manner as to cause drying of the residue; 
- in the event of long term storage of cleaning solutions, there is a possibility of formation of 

peroxides. Therefore it is necessary to check the solution to detect the presence of peroxides 
before starting the distillation process. If they are present, appropriate steps must be adopted 
for their elimination ( for example, by adjusting the pH to an alkaline value);

Only for NOT continuous cycle models: unload the distillation residue at the 
end of each operating cycle in order to avoid build-up of residual sludge containing 
Nitrocellulose, since, the higher the concentration, the greater is the risk of dangerous 
conditions. 

- special care must be taken while disposing of distillation residue sludge containing Nitrocellu-
lose. Use metallic containers with lids and dilute with a small amount of water to prevent the 
sludge from drying up completely (as this condition favours the self-ignition of Nitrocellulose).

2.5.4 EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS
  
Avoid recovery of solvents  or mixtures and pollutants which may produce exothermic reactions 
(reactions followed by development  of uncontrolled heat).
Read the safety chart  concerned carefully. 
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2.5.5 PRECAUTIONS AGAINST ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES

- The operator must not use clothing which could provoke electrostatic charges (for example, 
clothes made of synthetic fi bres).

- Clean the tank and other parts of the system using a slightly damp cloth (not made of synthetic 
fi bres).

- Ensure that the power supply system is equipped with a suitable earth lead.

2.5.6 SPILL  
 

Any leakage of contaminated solvent or reclame solvent around the reclaimer 
must be removed immediately following the instructions on the safety data 
sheet of the solvent (SECTION 6- MEASURES IN CASE OF ACCIDENTAL 
SPILLAGE)
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2.5.7 COMMON RECLAIMING SOLVENTS LIST
(TECHNICAL REGULATION CEI EN 500 14: 1998-06)

Subdivision A
1. HYDROCARBONS
- Alkanes:
 E.g.: hexane, cyclohexane, etc.  

- Alkenes:
 E.g.: propene (propylene).

Aromatic hydrocarbons:
 E.g.: styrene, etc. 

- benzenoids:
 E.g.: toluene, xylene, etc.

- Mixed hydrocarbons:
 E.g.: cleaning solvent, kerosene, etc.

2. COMPOUNDS CONTAINING OXYGEN
- Alcohols and phenols:
 E.g.: propanol, etc 

- ketones:
 E.g.: acetone, ethyl acetate, etc.

- Esters:
 E.g.: butyl acetate, methyl acetate, etc.

3. COMPOUNDS CONTAINING HALOGENS
- Compounds without oxygen:
 E.g.: methyl chloride, chloroethylene, etc.

Subdivision B
1. HYDROCARBONS
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3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1 - CONTROL BOARD

2 - GENERAL SWITCH

3 - SCRAPPER MOTOR

4 - GAUGE VACUUM INDICATOR

5 - BODY BASE SUPPORT

6 -  TANK WITH SCRAPER

7 - WATER COOLED CONDENSER

8 - HIGH SPEED RECIRCULATING  
PUMP

9 - HEAT EXCHANGER

10 - LIQUID RING VACUUM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
10

9
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11 - RESIDUAL COLLECTING TANK (OPTIONAL)

12 - RESIDUAL UNLOADING VALVE

13 - OIL PRESSURE VALVE

11 12

13
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3.2  DIMENSIONS AND OVERALL SIZES

P

H

L

      mm        L      P    H
 2850   2300     3700

 2850   2300     4300

HR 600 

HR 600 with Demister
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3.3 TECHNICAL DATA AND FEATURES

Reclaimer  ATEX             HR 600          

Tank capacity           580 litres            

Power supply                                    380 - 415V/3/50 Hz +/- 2% 

                                optional:               400/3/60 Hz +/- 2%          460/3/60 Hz +/- 2%        

Supply voltage                                    Low voltage  24V = 

Rated power                        Heater 44000W  Oil pump 1100W 

 Scraper 550W  Vacuum pump 1100W (optional)                  

Operating temperature                                        50° - 190°C

Maximum safety temperature  230°

Indirect heating through                                    MOBILTHERM 605   
diathermic oil     

Diathermic  oil quantity           115 litres

Cooling option  Water cooling                           Minimum fl ow 2m3 / h   at 10/15°C

Electrical system standards    EN 60079-0 EN 60079-1 EN 60079-11 EN 60079-14 EN 60079-25
 
Weight          Kg. 2300           

Work place temperature    +5 / +40

Sensor reading precision      +/- 2°

Sensor reading precision       +/- 5%
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3.4 GENERAL MACHINE DESCRIPTION AND ITS USE

The SERIE HR Reclaimer is a machine composed by:
- Solvent loading equipment through a liquid ring vacuum pump; 
- Solvent tank with scraper
- heating system
- condensation system
- reclaimed solvent and polluted residual unloading 
The SERIE HR reclaimer has been engineered and build to reclaim some polluted solvents, 
after they have been used, in order to obtain the clean solvent to be re-used.
Particularly it is possible to reclaim some solvents from the explosion group IIA and IIB which 
self-ignition temperature is over 250°C.
The reclaimer of the dirty solvents is through the distillation; when the solvent to be reclaimed 
is loaded in automatic into  the tank, it is brought to boiling point, the vapours are condensed 
through the water heater exchanger.  The volatile part  (solvent) is separated from the pollutants 
(pigments, resins, oils, etc.), and
- the reclaimed solvent fl ows-out and stocked in a tank
- The pollutant inside the tank is removed at the end of the cycle through a pneumatic valve 
situated in the lower part of the tank;

- To raise the production, the HR series reclaimer has a scraper that keeps clean the inside tank.
Based on what it is indicated in the Use and Maintenance Manual, set the parameters requested 
from the program sw to allow the solvent evaporation (solvent to reclaim) the working cycle 
starts until, when the cycle ends, the machine stops its functioning.
The HR series reclaimer work in standard conditions,  with the diathermic oil temperature  at 
50/190°C.
Following the explosion atmosphere (ATEX) norms, the HR series has its security system that  
doesn’t allow to reach temperatures over 230°C (ref. heating elements security thermostat)  

The HR series reclaimer  is engineered and constructed to reclaim infl ammables 
solvents from groups IIA and IIB, which self-ignition temperature is over the 
250°C.
It is not allowed to use the Reclaimer SERIE HR in the following cases:
- with solvents belonging from groups IIA and IIB and having a self-ignition 
temperature less than 250°C

- with solvents from the IIC groups
- with products different from reclaimed solvents

Any different use of the SERIE HR Reclaimer before described is forbidden.
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For its functioning the HR SERIE Reclaimer  do not need an operator nearby all the time; 
depending from the solvent to reclaim and the inside quantity, the machine do not need the 
continuous supervisor, but just his presence during the fi rst hour and then every 2 hours.

The HR series reclaimer is engineered and constructed following the ATEX norms in order to 
be installed in production rooms classifi ed:

GROUP II CATEGORIE 2G 
 This classifi cation for the HR SERIE Reclaimer, allows it to be installed in classifi ed areas as 
ZONE 1 as per the directive 99/92/CE

The constructive level of the IST RECLAIMER  is composed by:
- complete tank and lid to reclaim solvent
- heating elements to heat the diathermic oil
- support base and body
- heating exchange
- electric equipment of machine board
- control equipment

For any further information see part 9 and 11 of the technical manual. 

3.5 EMISSIONS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS OR SUBSTANCES

The IST Reclaimer, in its different confi gurations and versions, has been engineered and built 
to reclaim  contaminated solvents after they have been used, in order to obtain a clean solvent 
ready to be re-used.
The solvent groups that can be reclaimed are indicated in Chapter  2.5.6 and 3.4, and in any 
case, the hazardous are connected to the substances placed into the IST RECLAIMER and are 
indicated in the MSDS (Material safety data sheet) 

The MSDS has to be completely managed by the customer who knows the risks.

In the IST RECLAIMER have been identifi ed possible emissions during the working process 
phases, therefore the dangers can be connected to:

- Gas inhalation/vapors tank cleaning, residues unloading, security valve action for bad 
functioning and maintenance activity.

- Contact /sprinckle tank cleaning, residues unloading, security valve action for bad functioning 
and maintenance activity.

- Ingestion residual risk (tank cleaning, residues unloading and maintenance activity).

These dangers expose the operator for a limited time (more or less 10 minutes every 4 hours) 
subordinate to his experience and dexterity.
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3.6 IMPROPER USE OF THE SYSTEM

I.S.T. reclaimers are designed and constructed employing the best  technology, in order to operate 
in the safest conditions, in conformity with current regulations regarding  accident prevention.
This, however, depends on the correct use of the system and careful maintenance.
Therefore, any other use of the system not referred to in this guide is to be considered improper 
and is not allowed.
I.S.T. therefore denies all responsibility for any damage that may be caused by improper, wrong 
or unreasonable use of the system.

In any case the operator has to use the Individual Protective Devices as indicated 
in the solvent MSDS that has to be completely managed by the customer

The emmisions characteristics are:

Liquid and at room temperature (limited exposition).

Gas and temperatura between 60° and 150°C (unusual exposition, action of security valve 
for bad functioning).

Liquid residues/muddy at temperature between 40°and 70°C (limited exposition).

To give the emission value generated by the IST RECLAIMER at this stage 
it is not possible because they are tied to the solvent the customer is going 
to use and the environment where the IST RECLAIMER is installed.  So it 
is advisable to perform a sampling after the start up in order to verify the 
emissions during the activities that the operators is exposed.
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4.1 DELIVERY

Storage  temperature 0°C/ + 40°C

The material is carefully checked before delivery to the shipping agents.
On receiving the system, make sure that it has not been damaged during transport, that the 
packing has not been tampered with, and that no material has been removed.
In the event of damage, or items found to be missing, inform the forwarding agent and the ma-
nufacturer immediately.
It is also advisable to check and ensure that the supplied goods are in accordance with the order.

4.2 UNPACKING THE SYSTEM
The type of packing differs depending on the distance and the type of transport.
The system is usually shipped wrapped in a plastic fi lm and placed inside a wooden case. 
Lift the system using the elevator trolley and bring it as close as possible to the area where it 
is to be installed; then take it out of the packing.

The packing materials (plastic bags, polythene, bubblewrap, nails, staples etc.) 
must be put into special containers depending on the type and pollution regu-
lations. Do not burn or dump them.
The packing consists of a wooden pallet case (CER150103) and a plastic sheet  
(CER200104). 
This material is assigned as an urban garbage and  as practically as possible  
to put it into the different containers of the public collection.
View the dimensions, it’s necessary to make a preventive consultation of the 
premises.

4.3 LIFTING THE SYSTEM
An elevator trolley is required to lift the system. 
Insert the arms of  the elevator trolley  under 
the machine body. 
Be careful with the oil drain-plug.
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4.4.1  POSITION COLLECTING TANKS (optional)

Position the tanks on both the reclaimer sides at about  30 cm. distance.
On the right side the dirty solvent collecting tank (17) and on the left the clean solvent collecting 
tank (19).

4.4  MACHINE INSTALLATION

The reclaimer is  assembled at customer plant by qualifi ed technicians from the construct 
company.

The reclaimer cannot be assembled by the customer.

17

19
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4.5 INSTALLING THE SYSTEM

Install the system in a spacious well-ventilated room, away from other working sta-
tions and installations.
The installation inside the factory involves a room classifi cation that following rule 
EN60079-10 is zone 2. Zone 2  extends around the reclaimer for a 1 meter fi eld.

Avoid installing the reclaimer inside containers, cellars, understairs, basement, or 
places without natural ventilation.

R 1000

R
 1

00
0

R 1000
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If installed outside, the system must be suitably protected against the weather conditions and 
secured to prevent tampering or interference by unauthorised persons.
In order to ensure correct  use of the system, it is advisable to leave a free space of 1000 mm 
on the sides 1000 mm at the rear for unloading the residues,1500 mm in front and 5000 mm in 
height above the fl oor. For a correct operation and ventilation, install the reclaimer in a location 
that is wide enough with a lot ventilation.

4.5.1  ENVIRONMENTAL LIGHTING MINIMUM LEVEL

Environmental lighting minimum level is 120 Lux for activity and management, and 500 lux for 
maintenance

50
00

1000

MIN 1500

1000

1000
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4.5.3 CONNECTION DIRTY SOLVENT TANK

- HYDRAULIC CONNECTION
 Connect pipe (A) to junction (B).

-   PNEUMATIC CONNECTION
 Connect pipe (C) to junction (D) and pipe (E) to junction (F).

- ELECTRIC CONNECTION
 Fix the sheath (O) to support (M). Unplug (G) from the control level (L) taking care to the fi xing 
screw (I). Insert the cable (N) in plug (G), connect wires on connector (H) following the num-
bers 2, 3 e G (ground). Insert the connector  (H) in the plug (G) and connect everything to the 
control level (L) fi xing it with the screw (I). 

2

A
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G
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4.5.4 CONNECTION CLEAN SOLVENT TANK

- HYDRAULIC CONNECTION
 Connect pipe (A) to junction (B). 

-  PNEUMATIC CONNECTION
 Connect pipe (C) to junction (D).

- ELECTRIC CONNECTION
 Fix the sheath (O) to support (M). unplug (G) from the control level (L) taking care to the fi xing 
screw (I). Insert the cable (N) in plug (G), connect wires on connector (H) following the num-
bers 2, 3 e G (ground). Insert the connector  (H) in the plug (G) and connect everything to the 
control level (L) fi xing it with the screw (I). 

1
G

H

L
M

N
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4.6 PNEUMATIC CONNECTION 

For the pneumatic connection insert in the 
rapid junction a 6-8 Rilsan pipe.
The pneumatic supply should be unregu-
lated.
That is, the air supply from the air compres-
sor should not have any pressure regulators.

Caution: max. supply  
pressure 8-9 bar

4.7  HYDRAULIC CONNECTION (OPTIONAL WATER CONDENSER)

Attention: be sure that your hydraulic plant which is connected to the solvent 
reclaimer has a minimum batch of 2m3 per hour   at 10/15°C and is equipped 
with a depurator fi lter.

Connect the batch of your hydraulic plant 
to the rubber holder using a 25 mm inside 
diameter pipe (A), fi xing it with a clamp. 
Connect in the same way the unloading 
pipe to the rubber holder (B).

B

A
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4.7.1  NITROCELLULOSE KIT  (optional)

Attention: be sure that your hydraulic plant which is connected to the solvent 
reclaimer has a minimum batch of  20 lt/min 

Connect the batch of your hydraulic plant 
to the rubber holder using a 20 mm inside 
diameter pipe (C), fi xing it with a clamp.

C

4.8  KIT DEMISTER (OPTIONAL)
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-  Make  the electrical connections with great care, with the power supply disconnected and by 
following the safety instructions.

-  It is forbidden to use multiple sockets, converters or extensions.
-  Do not use the system if the power cable or a plug is damaged.
- Once the connections are fi nished, rotate the switch to “I” position and verify that the display 

(2) is illuminated. (5.1.1.)

Feeding cable shouldn’t touch anything or have a ground way, be tensioned          
or be crushed.

The manufacturer denies all responsibility for non-observance of  the above 
mentioned safety instructions.

4.9 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Any operation on the electrical system, even minor ones, must be carried out 
by professionally qualifi ed persons.

-  While connecting the system, it is necessary to respect the standards defi ned by the competent 
Institutions and follow the accident prevention specifi cations defi ned by the Insurance Institute 
against accidents and respect the ATEX directives Standards with the explosion prevention 
specifi cations.

-  The suitability of the type of power and line voltage must correspond to the data engraved on 
the system identifi cation plate (2.2 IDENTIFICATION PLATE) and/or given in the table under 
3.3 TECHNICAL DATA AND FEATURES.

-  Connect the power cable to a plug corresponding to European Standards or standards appli-
cable in the country where the system is to be installed.

-  The plug must be equipped with an earthing contact.
-  Ensure that the supply line is equipped with an appropriate earthing device.
-  The system must be connected to the power supply through a magnetothermal differential 

wall switch  conforming to ATEX directives explosion prevention standards.
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4.10  FILLING LIQUID RING VACUUM AND VERIFY ROTATION  DIRECTION

Remove the protection (D), remove the cap (A) and pour virgin solvent until it fl ows out from 
the connection (B).
Press Reset button (7), press start button (3) and check motor (C) direction is clockwise.

In case of black out or bad-functioning, always restore the solvent into the vacuum 
pump.

D

A

C

B

3

7
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5.1 CONTROLS

5.1.1 EXTERNAL CONTROL PANEL

1 - DISPLAY

2 -  EMERGENCY BUTTON.

3 -  START BUTTON  

4 - AIR PRESSURE GAUGE.

5 - MANUAL OPEN BUTTON – discharging valve.

6 - MANUAL CLOSE BUTTON – discharging valve.

7 - RESET BUTTON.

8 -  RESET LIGHT.

1

8

5

4

7

6

2

3
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5.1.2 INTERNAL CONTROL PANEL

1  - MEMORY EXPANSION (CAN BUS).

2  - TERMINAL BOARD.

3 -  STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY.

4 - DIGIT TOUCH 2004 ELECTRONIC CARD.
  
5 -  INTRINSICS BARRIERS.

6 -  TRANSFORMER.
  
7 - FUSES.

21

4 5 3 6 7
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5.1.2 INTERNAL POWER PANEL

1  - HEATING ELEMENT CONTAC-
TOR.

2  - HEATING ELEMENT CONTAC-
TORS.

3 -  HEATING ELEMENTS PROTEC-
TION.

4 - HEATING ELEMENTS PROTEC-
TION.

  
5 -  VACUUM PUMP PROTECTION.
  
6 - OIL PUMP PROTECTION.

7 - SCRAPER PROTECTION.

8  - VACUUM PUMP CONTACTOR.

9 - OIL PUMP CONTACTOR.

10  - SCRAPER CONTACTOR.

11  - TERMINAL BOARD.

12 -  CONTACTOR RESET.

2

1 43 765

11

8

9

10

12
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5.2 OPERATING AND FUNCTIONING

Before starting up the system, make sure that the contents of this Guide have 
been fully understood. For further clarifi cation, contact the manufacturer.
The equipment can be started up only if it conforms to the protection standards 
defi ned for the use of solvents.
Only infl ammable solvents belonging to explosive classes IIA and IIB and whose 
self-ignition exceed 250°C can be reclaimed.

5.3 RECLAIMING CYCLE PROGRAMMING

Before proceeding with this operation, the user must check the safety data 
sheet of the solvent  to be reclaimed and ensure that the mixture formed with 
pollutants does not create the conditions for triggering off chemical reactions 
(formation of peroxides, heating of nitric substances, nitrates, nitrocellulose, etc.).

The data concerning the solvent boiling point are contained in the technical and 
safety sheets and must be supplied together with the solvent.
It is advisable to keep the solvent data sheets (possibly together with this Guide) 
in an easily accessible place for rapid consultation.

Turn the main switch. Ensure that the DISPLAY (1) light up.
If the DISPLAY does not light up, CHECK that it is powered on.

DEFAULT SETTING

- AUTOMATIC CYCLE
- 1 CYCLE
- T1 = 100°C
- T2 = 50°C
- T3 = 50°C
- M = 120 MIN. (IF SELECT. TIMED or AUTO/TIMED)
- M AX LEV. ALARM delay 600 sec. ( OPTIONAL WITH AUTOMATIC LOADING)
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- Pressing the SELECTION button shows the  
status of the cycle.

- Pressing again the SELECTION button shows 
one of the following information:

NEXT SERVICE (indicates the time left until the next OIL CHANGE)

CYCLE TIME (indicates the machine’s total working hours)

CYCLE MAX TEMP (shows the registered max vapour temperature during the distillation)

INP – OUT  (shows the actual PLC IN & OUT)

CAN INP – CAN OUT Shows the in and out expansion memory in the precise moment.

CAN INP  Shows the in expansion memory in the precise moment.

- After a few seconds on the display shows tem-
peratures  T1-T2-T3.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

T1= 20°     T2= 18°
T3= 15°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE STATUS
CYCLE OFF

5.3.1 MENU FUNCTIONS OUT FROM THE PROGRAM

- Rotate the switch (2) (chap. 3.1) illuminates the 
display and shows the following writing:

 DIGIT TOUCH 2004
  HR RELEASE Vxxx

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

DIGIT TOUCH 2004
HR RELEASE Vxxx 
V3.2e
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5.3.2 PROGRAMMED PARAMETERS WITH PASSWORD

This program paragraph explains how to update some parameters which modify 
the solvent reclaimer functioning.  Do not give this information to personnel not 
in charge of the machine.

- Turn the main swithch (1) in 1 position keeping 
pressed PROGRAM until in the display  appears 
PASSWORD 0000.

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle will fl ash.

- With the SELECTION button go to 0100

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0000

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0000

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0100
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- Re-press ENTER and in the display it will ap-
pear SELEZIONE LINGUA ITALIANO (SELECT 
LANGUAGE)

- To modify the parameter, press ENTER, and with 
SELECTION select the language.

- Select the language, and press ENTER. 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELEZIONE LINGUA
ITALIANO

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELEZIONE LINGUA
ITALIANO

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

LANGUAGE SELECT.
ENGLISH

The next two parameters (number unit 1 and BAUD-RATE 38400) are for net con-
nection in order to visualize the data through the computer, in case of necessity 
contact I.S.T.
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- Press SELECTION button until in the display is 
seen  “SELECT AUTOMATIC CYCLE”.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE SELECTION
TIMED

I.S.T. solvent reclaimer enables the operator to choose the program
most suitable for the solvent to be reclaimed.

1 - AUTOMATIC: this is the most versatile program, with the distillation cycle is based on solvent 
steam reading-out.

2 - TIMED: the distillation cycle is based on a predetermined time.

3 - AUTOMATIC/TIMED: represents the union of the above two cycle types, it is suitable to 
reclaim particular solvents mixes.

4 - MULTI SET POINT:   the distillation cycle is based on two times and different temperatures. 
It is suitable for a mix of solvents with very different boiling points.

5 - REFILL (Optional): the reclaimer cycle is shared in two different phases; in the fi rst one the 

distillation tank is kept automatically continuously fi lled (chap. 5.3.5).  In the second phase the 
cycle ends with one of the described settings (chap. 5.3.13). 

6 - CLEANING RESIDES: to use this program check Chapter 5.3.18.

- Press PROGRAM button, the LED on this button 
lights and on the display “AUTOMATIC CYCLE 
SELECTION” is visualized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECTION
CYCLE AUTOMATIC
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECTION
MULTI SET POINT

- Pressing many times SELECTION button, suc-
cessive or previous cycle will be selected

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECTION
CYCLE AUTOMATIC

- Once selected the chosen cycle, press ENTER 
and the rectangle will switch off

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
0

- Press button SELECTION until in the display 
is seen: 

 CHANGE OIL 
 0

ATTENTION to use this program see paragraph 6 CHANGE OIL
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- Press SELECTION untill on the display appears:
 SCRAPER MAINTENANCE 
 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.   
0

ATTENTION to use this program check paragraph 5.5.5 MANUAL SCRAPER

- Press SELECTION untill on the display appears:
  TEMP. OLIO OK AP. 050°
 (OIL TEMP. OK OPEN 050°)

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMP OK OPEN
050°

This parameter modifi es the temperature to activate the advise “ATTESA OK 
APERTURA” (WAIT OK OPEN) (5.4.1) at the end of the cycle.  The temperature 
must be regulated same as lowest solvent boiling point temperature.

- If this parameter has to be modifi ed, press 
ENTER, and with SELECTION  select the tem-
perature.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMP OK OPEN
050°
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- Select the temperature, press ENTER.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMP OK OPEN
070°

- Press SELECTION and on the display it will  
appear: 

 DELAY TEMPERATURE CONTROL T2

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. DELAY
00 min

This parameter allows the delay of the temperature control T2 at the stard of the 
reclaimer cycle.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. DELAY
00 min

- If the parameter has to be modifi ed, press EN-
TER and with SELECCION  select the time.
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. DELAY 
60 min

- Select the time, press ENTER. 

- Press SELECTION and on the display it will  
appear: 

 REGULATION TEMPERATURE BAND T2

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. BAND
1°

This parameter allow to add a   T° on  temperature T2.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. BAND
1°

- If this parameter has to be modifi ed, press 
ENTER, and with SELECTION  select the tem-
perature.
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OK T2 TEMP. BAND
5°

- Select the temperature, press ENTER.

- Press SELECTION button and on the display the 
following writing appears: EXIT TEMP. T3= 45°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. OUTLET TEMP
T3= 45°

Solvent exit temperature must be set to 45° (already memorized by I.S.T.). This 
is a safety parameter in case of cooling fan breakdown., contact I.S.T. company 
before modifying it.

- Press SELECTION and on the display it will  
appear: 

 RITARDO ALLARME LIVELLO MASSIMO
 (DELAY MAXIMUM CONTROL LEVEL ALARM )
 (OPTION WITH AUTOMATIC LOADING) MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MAX LEV. ALR DEL.  
0600 SEC
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This parameter modifi es the alarm time security of automatic loading.  It has been 
set by I.S.T. based to the type of the loading dirty solvent system, but it may be 
modifi ed to improve the working time.
EXAMPLE:
After the START, chronometer how long it takes to fi ll the tank, then press Stop.
Enter to the parameter as instructions and regulate the time 30 seconds more than 
the time that has been timed.
(Loading time 8 minutes= 480 seconds.  Set 480+30 = 510 seconds)

- If the parameter has to be modifi ed, press EN-
TER and with SELECCION  select the time.

- Select the time, press ENTER. 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MAX LEV. ALR DEL. 
0600 SEC

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MAX LEV. ALR DEL. 
0815 SEC

- Press SELECTION until the display shows:
  NITROCELL ENABLE
  0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

NITROCELL.ENABLE
0
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This parameter inserts enable the security nitrocellulose

This parameter is enabled only if the nitrocellulose option is installed in the re-
claimer.

- If this parameter has to be modifi ed, press 
ENTER, and with SELECTION  select the tem-
perature.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

NITROCELL.ENABLE
0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

NITROCELL.ENABLE
1

- Select the temperature, press ENTER.

- To exit the program press PROGRAM button.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows 
SCRAPER.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER
0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER
0

5.3.3 PROGRAMMED PARAMETERS

Press ENTER button and the display shows:
SCRAPER (only for models ROTOPLUS)
This option enables the operator to choose how 
to use the installed scraper.

1 - 0: scraper out of use.

2 - AUTOMATIC: scraper on automatically. 

3 -  PRE-CYCLE DELAY: program not activated.

4 - CYCLE DELAY: scraper on, with programmed 
delay, at the end of the cycle.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the delay in minutes.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.4  SCRAPER DELAY (Only with option 4 Chapter 5.3.3) 

This option enables the operator to program the scraper delay during the cycle phase selected 
in the previous menu.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows 
SCRAPER DELAY.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER DELAY
001 min

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER DELAY
001 min
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5.3.5 PRECYCLE SELECTION (only available if CYCLE SELECTION = 
REFILL)

(First phase of REFILL CYCLE)

This option enables the operator to choose the working method to use during the pre-cycle phase.

1 - LOADING Nr.:  the precycle time is determined from the solvent tank automatic fi lling numbers 
(if selected see paragraph 5.3.6).

2 - TIMED: the precycle time will be determined from the operator programmed  time (if selected 
see paragraph 5.3.7).

3 - MULTISETPOINT: the pre-cycle can be split until 3 parts, time and different heating 
temperature programmable by the operator (if selected see paragraph 5.3.8).

- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows  
PRECYCLE SELECT.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRECYCLE SEL. 
CHARGES  NR. 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRECYCLE SEL. 
CHARGES  NR. 
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the loading numbers.

   Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.6  CHARGE Nr. (only available if CYCLE SELECTION = CHARGE Nr.)
(To be used only for special products, previously discussed with IST)

This program enables the operator to program the loading numbers to be done during the pre-
cycle phase.

Choose the number to select following the indications.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the CHARGE NR.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CHARGES NR.
C=200

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CHARGES NR.
C=200
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the delay in minutes.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.7  PRE-CYCLE DURATION
(ONLY IF PRE-CYCLE SELECTION = TIMED)

This program enables the operator to program how long will last each pre-cycle phase.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the PRE-CYCLE DURATION.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRE-CYCLE DURATION
C=200

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRE-CYCLE DURATION
C=200
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the number of fraction.

    Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.8  SET NR. SELECTION
(only if PRE-CYCLE SELECT = MULTISETPOINT)
(To be used only for special products, previously discussed with IST)

This program gives the operator a choice of three divided pre-cycle, different times and 
temperatures.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the SET NR. SELECTION.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SET NR. SELECTION
PRE-CYCLE=01

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SET NR. SELECTION
PRE-CYCLE=01
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the wished temperature.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.9  OIL TEMPERATURE 01° pSET
(only if SELECT PRE-CYCLE = MULTISETPOINT)

This program enables the operator to program the oil heating temperature during the fi rst pre-
cycle fraction.

The process must be repeated for each programmed fraction.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the OIL TEMPERATURE  01° SET.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1=100°   01°pSET

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1=100°   01°pSET
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the delay in minutes.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.10  PRECYCLE DURATION 01° pSET
(only if SELECT PRE-CYCLE = MULTISETPOINT)

This program enables the operator to program how long will last the fi rst precycle fraction.

The process must be repeated for each programmed fraction.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the  PRE-CYCLE DURATION 01° pSET.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRE-CYCLE DURATION
M=0120  01°pSET

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PRE-CYCLE DURATION
M=0120  01°pSET
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the time in seconds.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.11  TIME “ON” LOADING
(Shows only if CYCLE SELECTION = REFILL  chapter 5.3.2)

This program enable the operator to program the valve opening time which controls the automatic 
dirty solvent inlet during the pre-cycle phase.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the TIME ON LOADING.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

TIME ON LOADING
005 sec

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

TIME ON LOADING
005 sec
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- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
program the time in seconds.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

5.3.12  TIME “OFF” LOADING
(only if CYCLE SELECTION = REFILL  chapter 5.3.2)

This program enables the operator to program the valve opening time which controls the 
automatic dirty solvent inlet during the pre-cycle phase.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the TIME OFF LOADING.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

TIME OFF LOADING
0200sec

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

TIME OFF LOADING
0200sec
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5.3.13  REFILL END CYCLE SELECTION
(Second phase of REFILL CYCLE)
(Shows only if CYCLE SELECTION = REFILL  chapter 5.3.2)

This program enables the operator tto choose the working method to use during the end-cycle 
phase

1 - AUTOMATIC:  is the most versatile program, the reclaimer cycle is based on the solvent 
vapour reading.

2 - TIMED: is the reclaimed cycle based on pre-set time.

3 - AUTOMATIC / TIMED: is combines both cycles described above. It is the program  most 
useful to reclaim special solvents.

4 - MULTISETPOINT: the reclaimer cycle is based in time and different temperatures. It is the 
most suitable program for  solvent mixtures with different boiling point among them.

- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows   
the END CYCLE SEL.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

END CYCLE SEL.
AUTOMATIC

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

END CYCLE SEL.
AUTOMATIC
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5.3.14  SELECT CYCLE NUMBERS

This program enables the operator to choose the continuously distillation cycle numbers to be 
done.

1 - NR. OF CYCLE:  is the program to select from a minimum of 1 to a maximum of  9 distillation 
continuous cycles.

2 - CONTINUOUS: is the program for the continuous distillation cycles which were selected by 
the operator until the operator stops it, at the end of the actual working cycle.

- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows 
CYCLE NR. SELECT.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE NR. SELECT.
CONTINUOUS

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE NR. SELECT.
CONTINUOUS
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5.3.15  RESIDUES UNLOAD

This program enables the operator to choose when the residual unload must be done.

0 - Makes the residual discharge after the programmed cycles are over.

TIMED – make the residues discharge at the end of each distillation cycle for a max. selected 
time  of 15 min.

OPEN – make the residues discharge at the end of each distillation cycle and keeps the valve 
open until it begins the new cycle.

- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press SELECTION button and the display shows 
RESIDUAL UNLOAD.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

RESIDUAL UNLOAD
0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

RESIDUAL UNLOAD
0
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5.3.15.1  FINAL DISCHARGE

This program allows the operator to select the last residue discharge.

TIMED – make the fi nal residue discharge for a pre-selected time of 15 minutes and then closes 
the unloading valve.

WITH SOAKING  make the fi nal residue discharge for a pre-selected time of 15 min., closes 
the discharge valve and fi lls the reclaimer solvent tank.

OPEN – make the fi nal residue discharge, keeps the valve open.

- Press the ENTER button, on the display beside 
the lower line, a rectangle will fl ash.

  Using the SELECTION button is possible to 
navigate inside the menu and to select one of 
the programs previously described.

  Pressing ENTER again, confi rms the selection.

- Press the SELECTION button and in the display 
is seen FINAL DISCHARGE OPEN.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

FINAL UNLOAD 
OPEN

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

FINAL UNLOAD 
OPEN
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5.3.16 TEMPERATURES AND TIMES SELECTION.

For temperatures and times settings, method proposed by I.S.T. in the next para-
graph is indicative. Solvent multitude may involve different setting method. In any 
case contact I.S.T. company.

Diathermic oil temperature must be set 30°- 40° higher than solvent boiling point 
(example: Acetone boiling point: 56° - T1 setting : 96°)

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 100°

- Press button PROGRAM and in the display is 
seen OIL TEMPERATURE.

  If it is enabled the AUTOMATIC LOADING op-
tion it displays the N° OF CYCLES, in this case 
after have press PROGRAM press the button 
SELECTION. 

  OIL TEMPERATURE T1 = 100°

- Pressing SELECTIONS buttons you can raise 
or lower T1 temperature setting.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 96°

- Press ENTER button and a rectangle will fl ash 
in the display

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 100°
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- After T1 temperature setting, press ENTER 
button, the rectangle switches off and the tem-
perature is memorized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 96°

- Press SELECTION button, on the display the 
following writing appears : SOLVENT TEMPE-
RATURE T2 = 50°

This parameter is visualized only for foreseen cycles types (chap. 5.3.2).

Solvent temperature must be set 10°-15° less than the solvent boiling point (exam-
ple: Acetone boiling point: 56° - T2 setting: 46°)

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. VAPOUR TEMP.
T2= 50°

- Press ENTER button and a rectangle will fl ash 
in the display.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. VAPOUR TEMP.
T2= 50°
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- Pressing SELECTION button you can raise or 
lower T2 temperature setting.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. VAPOUR TEMP.
T2= 46°

- After T2 temperature setting, press ENTER 
button, the rectangle switches off and the tem-
perature is memorized.

- Press SELECTION button, on the display the 
following writing appears : SOLVENT OUTLET 
TEMPERATURE T3 = 40°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. VAPOUR TEMP.
T2 = 46°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SOLV. OUTLET TEMP.
 T3 = 40°

This parameter is visualized only for foreseen cycles types (chap. 5.3.2).
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- Press ENTER button and a rectangle will fl ash 
in the display.

- With SELECTIONS buttons you can raise or 
lower CYCLE TIME SET.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
 M = 120

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
 M = 125

- After CYCLE TIME SET setting, press ENTER 
button, the rectangle switches off and the time 
is memorized.

- To exit the program press PROGRAM button , 
LED on it switches off.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
 M = 250

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

T1= 23°     T2= 20°
T3= 20°  M= 240
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- Press button PROGRAM and In the display is 
seen SELECT NR. SET.

  If it is enabled the AUTOMATIC LOADING op-
tion it displays the N° OF CYCLES, in this case 
after have press PROGRAM press the button 
SELECTION.

- ATTENTION when we escape from the program 
and it has been selected the program NR. OF 
CYCLES, on the display it will appera the tem-
perature, the time and C= (number of selected 
cycles ex. 3). MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

T1= 23°     T3= 20°
T2= 20°  M= 240  C=3

5.3.17 TEMPERATURES AND TIMES SETTING FOR MULTI SET POINT 
CYCLE PROGRAM

This type of program allows to reclaim mixed solvent with very different boiling 
points between them, in just one reclaiming cycle, but it is not possible to have 
separate reclaimed solvents.

When we use multi set point cycle program, we need to know solvent percen-
tages contained in the mixes to set temperatures and times.
Minimum times advised by I.S.T. for models IST42-IST62 complete reclaiming 
cycle are 240 minutes.

To do an example for setting procedures we use a mix composed by 75% 
Acetone-boiling point 56° and Toluene-boiling point 110°.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECT NR. SET
04
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- Press SELECTION and select the necessary 
Set.

 (in th example it has been selected 2)

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle fl ashes.

- After having selected the number, press ENTER 
again an the rectangle turns off.

The number of Set to select is determined by how many mixed type of solvents 
with VERY different boiling point between them you have.
 (Example if the mixtures is made of 4 solvents with boiling points 50°- 100°- 150°- 
200° it will be selectes nr. 4 set. But if the 4 solvents have the boiling points 50°- 
65°- 90° 110° it will be selected nr. 2 or 3 set).

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECT NR. SET
02

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECT NR. SET
04

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECT NR. SET
02
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- Pressing SELECTION buttons you can raise or 
lower T1 temperature setting.

- After Nr Set has been memorized, press two 
times SELECTION button, and on the display the 
following writing appears: OIL. TEMPERATURE 
T1=100°.

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle fl ashes.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 96°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
 T1= 100°

When programming the T1 temperature (diathermic oil) in the 1st. Set it is always 
lowest and in the last selected Set it is always the highest.

Oil temperature must be set 30°-40° more than solvent boiling point, (example: 
Acetone boiling point 56°, T1 setting = 96°)

Set T1 oil temperature for the solvent with the lowest boiling point.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 100°
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- After T1 temperature setting press ENTER but-
ton, rectangle switches off and the temperature 
is memorized.

- Press SELECTION button, on the display the fol-
lowing writing appears: CYCLE TIME MIN.120.

Set cycle time basing on solvent 
quantity with the lowest boiling point 
(in this example set at MIN.=180).

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE
T1= 96°

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
M = 120

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle will fl ash.

- Pressing SELECTION buttons you can raise or 
lower the setting.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
M = 120

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
M = 180
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- Press SELECTION button, on the display the 
following writing appears: OIL TEMP. 02^ SET 
T1=100°

Diathermic oil temperature must be 
set 30°-40° more than the solvent 
boiling point (example: toluene boi-
ling point 110°- 02^ SET T1= 150°)

- Press ENTER button, on the display the rectan-
gle switches off and the time is memorized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL TEMPERATURE 
 T1= 100°  02^SET

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION
M = 180

- Pressing SELECTION buttons you can raise or 
lowe  02^ SET T1 temperature.

- Press ENTER button, on the display the rec-
tangle switches off and the temperature is me-
morized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

If they have been selected more 
than 2 Set. Press SELECTION and 
in the display it will appear the next 
Set which will be programmed in the 
same way of 02^SET.

OIL TEMPERATURE 
T1= 150°  02^SET

OIL TEMPERATURE 
T1= 150°  02^SET
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- Press SELECTION button on the display the 
following writing appears: 02^SET MIN. CYCLE 
TIME MIN.=120

Set 02^ SET cycle time basing on 
solvent quantity with the highest 
boiling point (in this example it must 
be set to 60 min.) 

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle will fl ash.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION 
M = 120   02^ SET

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION 
M = 120   02^ SET

- Pressing SELECTION buttons you can raise or 
lower 02^SET CYCLE TIME.

- Press ENTER button, on the display the rectan-
gle switches off and the 02^SET CYCLE TIME 
is memorized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE DURATION  
M = 60   02^ SET

CYCLE DURATION 
M = 60   02^ SET
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- To exit the program, press PROGRAM button, 
the led upon it will switch off.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

T1= 20°     T3= 25°
M = 180   01^ SET

If more than 2 Set have been selected. Press SELECTION and in the display it 
will appear the next Set which will be programmed in the same way of 02^SET.

5.3.18 CLEANING RESIDUES

This program allows to make the distillation residues cleaning inside the tank in case the residual 
has not fl ow out from the upload valve (A) during the residues upload (chapter 5.6).

This program has not to be used if the residues contains nitrocellulose.

- Press button SELECTION until the display 
shows the selected cycle.

  Ej.: “SELECT AUTOMATIC CYCLE”.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECTION
CYCLE AUTOMATIC
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- Press PROGRAM button, the LED on this button 
lights and on the display “AUTOMATIC CYCLE 
SELECTION” is visualized.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SELECTION
CYCLE AUTOMATIC

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE SELECTION
SCRAPS CLEANING

- Press button SELECTION until the display 
shows the selected cycle.

  Ej.: “SELECT AUTOMATIC CYCLE”.

- Press button ENTER the led turns off and the 
display shows:

  PASSWORD 0000

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0000

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle will fl ash.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0000
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- With the SELECTION button go to 0113

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

PASSWORD
0113

- Press ENTER and the rectangle will switch off 
and on the display it will appear:

  SELECT CYCLE SCRAPS CLEANING

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

CYCLE SELECTION
SCRAPS CLEANING

Press start button (3) chapter 5.1.1 and the clearing cycle begins, the unloading valve keeps 
open and the scraper begins to rotate.
At the end of the programmed time or pressing the STOP button the reclaimer ends the cycle.
Follow the instructions 5.3.2 to set a new distillation cycle.
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5.4 RECLAIMING CYCLE

When the operator has made statements of Chapters 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 pressing the button Start 
(3) the programmed distillation cycle begins, if the reclaimer has the option of automatic load 
when pressing the Start button (3), at the same time with  the programmed distillation cycle,  the 
pneumatic pump turns-on  to load the dirty solvent and the pneumatic valve it opens in order to 
allow the dirty solvent to enter in the reclaimer tank.

When the dirty solvent reaches the maximum fi lling level in the reclaimer tank it activate the 
control level (C) which stops the pneumatic pump and closes the pneumatic valve.

When the distillation cycle begins the electric heater and the electric-fans turn-on:

In the interspace of the reclaimer tank there is the diathermic oil, so the heaters will increase 
the oil  temperature until  it reaches the temperature T1 programmed previously (EG 150°C).  

When the temperature  is achieved,  the heaters turn-off, and will turn-on when the diathermic 
oil is cooled of 1°C in order keep the oil at the  programmed  temperature T1.

The electric fan will always be on during the programmed distillation cycle cooling down the 
condenser.

The diathermic oil will heat the dirty solvent inside the tank until it reaches the set T1.

After aprox. 40-60 minutes the dirty solvent, inside the tank, it will reach the boiling point and 
begins the evaporation.

The solvent vapor will separate from the poulantant parts (paint, ink, oil, etc) it goes to the 
condenser, it cools down and fl ow out as liquid from the clean solvent pipe.

In the condenser the sensor T2 detects the vapor temperature and its function is to stop the 
distillation cycle when there is no more solvent vapor, and the sensor T3 detects the temperature 
at the condenser exit  and it has the security function described at Page 98 of this manual.

The end of the distillation cycle it depends of the programmed cycle.  If it has been selected 
Automatic Cycle the end of the cycle it depends from T2 as explained before, but if has been 
selected Timed Cycle the end of the cycle it depends on the time programmed as in Chapter 
(5.3.16).
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5.4.1 CYCLE START 

If the reclaimer has the LIQUID RING VACUUM PUMP or the SCRAPER, before 
beginning the fi rst reclaiming cycle, check the vacuum pump and scraper for correct 
rotation – (4.8 ELECTRIC CONNECTION)

Press START BUTTON (3)        , the ENTER 
button lights up, and the solvent steam cooling 
electrofan starts.
The reclaiming cycle thus starts and when the 
boiling point is reached, the reclaimed solvent 
starts fl owing out of the outlet pipe.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

5.4.2 CYCLE END

When the words STAND BY are displayed and led 
on ENTER button is off, the reclaimer has ended 
all the distillation cycles programmed in NR. OF 
CYCLES.

When the reclaimer is programmed for NR. OF CYCLES or in CONTINUOUS 
and you want to end the distillation cycle without beginning a new cycle, keep 
pressed SELECTION        button  and press SELECTION       , the green light 
on ENTER button will blink until the end of the cycle.

If there is a power failure while the reclaiming cycle is in operation, when the 
power supply is restored, restart the cycle by pressing the START BUTTON (3).

If the reclaimer is not automatically restored, it enters a safety program that 
prevents the hot reclaimed solvent from fl owing out .

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

2°     1°

STAND BY

BAfter 2 or 3 distillation 
cycles, tighten the nuts (B) 
of  ¼ of a turn to  restore 
the closing of the lid.
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5.5.1 MANUAL RESIDUAL DISCHARGING

At the end of the cycle open the residual unload doors, press for few second the button  to 
open residual discharge valve (5) and wait some minutes.  Check that from the valve is not 
over fl owing any residue material.  Press for few seconds the button close discharge valve (6).

5.5 UNLOADING RESIDUES

The residual unload will be done automatically but in case of a malfunction or 
service (see Chapter 7.1), perform the unload manually as described in Chapter 
5.5.1.
Do not carry out any operation  when you read WAIT OK OPEN on the Display.

5.5.2 AUTOMATIC RESIDUAL UNLOADING WITH CONTINUOUS CYCLE
When the solvent reclaimer is functioning with continuous cycle, check periodically, at least once 
a day, the residual collecting tank and if necessary change it.

6
5
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5.5.3  MANUAL SCRAPER

This paramenter allows to activate the scraper and not begin the distillation cycle.
Enters in the program under password (see chapter 5.3.2)

- Pressing many times SELECTION button, suc-
cessive or previous cycle will be selected.

- Press SELECTION untill on the display appears:
 SCRAPER MAINTENANCE 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.
0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.
0

- With the SELECTION button go to 1.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.
1
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- Press again the button ENTER, the led turns off 
and the scraper begins to rotate.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.
1

- Press button PROGRAM the scraper stops and 
automatically re-starts the programmed distilla-
tion cycle

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION
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5.6 CHECKING RESIDUES
If the residues are liquid and still contain solvent, we are dealing with a solvent having a higher 
boiling point than, the set one; it is therefore necessary to:

-  gradually increase the T1 heating temperature setting  (paragraph 5.3);

- or: the time set is not enough for the complete solvent evaporation, so it is necessary to 
increase the time of 15 minutes (paragraph 5.3).

- replace the cover;

- restart the reclaimer (paragraph 5.4.1).

Remove the residues from the tank after every reclaiming cycle. See 6.3 CLE-
ANING THE TANK.

5.7 SWITCHING THE SYSTEM OFF AFTER USE
When you have fi nished using the reclaimer, move the switch to the position “ 0 ”.

5.8 HAZARDS FROM WORKING USE

Based on our experiences, the IST reclaimer, used in a NON correct form, may cause to the 
operator
- explosion risk
- cutting risk
- crush risk
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6.1 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

All maintenance operations must be carried out with the system switched OFF, 
after disconnecting the electric power line wall switch; (if there is no wall switch, 
take the plug out of the power socket).

All operations on the electric system must be carried out by qualifi ed, expe-
rienced personnel.

Before carrying out any operation on the system make sure that the OIL THER-
MOMETER (1) (5.1.CONTROLS) shows a temperature below 50°C (GREEN 
ZONE).

6.2 MAINTENANCE

The system does not require special maintenance; however, remember that:

- it is advisable to keep the system carter and condenser free of dust or scale, in order to allow 
correct fl ow of the cooling air.

- in order to ensure optimum performance of the system and prevent the warranty from lapsing, 
only “original spare parts” must be used as replacements.

- to facilitate maintenance operations, follow the programme shown in the table below:

       Period                          Operation              Referen:

EVERY MONTH Check the tank lid seal

Replace diathermic oil 6.3 REPLACING DIATHERMIC OIL

1° CHANGE
2° CHANGE
3° CHANGE

Signature................................................
Signature................................................
Signature................................................

Date...........................
Date...........................
Date...........................

EVERY 1000 HOURS
NOT LATER THAN ONE 

YEAR

6.6 TANK LID SEAL

EVERY WEEK Check the security valve and the oil pressure cap 6.7 SAFETY VALVE
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
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Do not throw the used oil away; dispose off in accordance with the existing 
regulations. 

6.3 REPLACING DIATHERMIC OIL

This procedure must be carried out by qualifi ed maintenance personnel with 
the machine turned off and with an oil temperature of less than 50°.

After 1000 hours of activity the reclaimer blocks and on the display you read 
“ALARM SERVICE OIL CHANGE”. See chapter 7.1.

Take out the collecting residual tank (G).
Check that valves (A) - (B) - (C) and (C) are closed and take out their caps.
Screw to the valves a connection in order to connect a pipe to empty the diathermic oil.
Make sure that the container for the exhausted diathermic oil is big enough to contain the oil 
that is inside the machine (see  chapter 3.3).
Open the valve (D) for an easier oil fl owing out.
Open the valves (A) - (B) and (C) to begin empty.

G

B AC D
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When the machine has no more oil close the valves (B) and (C), disconnect the connection 
that were previously screwed to the valves and screw the caps.
Connect a pump to the valve pipe (A) and position it on right corner of the residual unload zone.  
Start the pneumatic pump and load enough oil quantity as per the identifi cation plate.
When from the valve (D) begins to overfl ow the oil, stop the pneumatic valve and wait few 
minutes so the exceed oil will come out.
At last close the valves (A) and (D), take out the pipes and the connection and screw the caps.
.

  

A

Before performing the recovery procedure outlined below, make sure that the 
oil temperature is below 50° and press the STOP button if the green indicator 
light on the ENTER button is fl ashing.

Continue as follows to restore the operating cycle:
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
1

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
0

- Press ENTER button and on the display a rec-
tangle fl ashes.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
0

- Follow the instructions in paragraph 5.3.2 to 
enter in the parameters under PASSWORD, 
press the reset button (7) and press some times 
SELECTION button, until it displays:

 OIL CHANGE
 0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
1

- Press the buttons SELECTION       And put from 
0 to 1.

- Press button ENTER to confi rm.

7
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- Press button START (3) and then press STOP.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.   
0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

OIL CHANGE
0

- Press button SELECTION     and in the display 
is seen:

 CHANGE OIL
  0

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

T1= 20°     T2= 18°
T3= 15°

- Press the button PROGRAM to leave the pro-
gramming.

3

- Press button SELECTION. 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

SCRAPER MAITEN.   
0
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6.4 TEFLON BLADE REPLACEMENT 

Open the lid (A), remove the screws (B) that fi x the drive shaft to the blades support. 
Place the blade support connected with the lid, by turning it. Remove the screw (C) that fi x the 
blade support to the frame. Extract the blade support through the lid. 
Repeat the same operation for the second blade support.
Remove the screws (D) that fi x the Tefl on blade (E), unthread the blade and replace it with the 
new one. Follow the instructions vice versa to install, again the scraper system.

- Press button SELECTION some times until it 
displays:

  NEXT SERVICE

If it displays NEXT SERVICE 1000H, the RESET 
process was well done.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

NEXT SERVICE
1000 H

B

C
D

E

A
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6.5  WATER CONDENSER

 Control at regular intervals the hydraulic plant depurator fi lter.

6.6  TANK LID SEAL

Check the tank lid seal periodically (at least once a month): make sure that it is clean, intact 
and not cracked.

6.7 SAFETY VALVE

Check the effi ciency of the SAFETY VALVE (3) every week- (3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION)   
by unscrewing it from the tank lid (4), if it is worn it lets out the steam; the reclaimer must not 
be used until it has been replaced.

6.5 DEMISTER MAINTENANCE

Unscrew the knob (A), open the cover 
(B) and remove the fi lter (C), wash it 
with clean solvent and put it back into 
the Demister.

A

B

C
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7ALARMS - TROUBLE SHOOTING

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
ALARM
Indicates a malfunction of  the 
contactors that control the 
heating element.

Or heating element safety 
thermostat has intervened. 

Functioning blocks 
Contact assistance

Take away protection car-
ter (pict.1) and unscrew
the heating element box 
(11).
Unscrew the cap (A) and 
press button (B) to reset.

TEMP. CONTR. ALARM

(Pict.1)

7.1  ALARM MESSAGES ON THE DISPLAY

In case of breakdown or maintenance, on the display will appear the following writing:

To reset alarms we must remove the cause and press STOP button on the display.

11
A

B
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

THERMOCOUPLE FAULT
T1 or T2 or T3  
Malfunction of the thermocou-
ple indicating a short-circuit.

Possible probe unthreaded 
from the probe holder.
Contact assistance.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

THERMOCOUPLE FAULT
T1 or T2 or T3  
Thermocouple bad operation
indicated by wrong reading.

Probe interrupted.
Contact assistance.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

OIL TEMPERATURE ALARM 
FOR TANK OPENING
It indicates that the oi l 
temperature is too high to 
open the tank and to carry out 
any other maintenance.

Wait for the temperature to 
drop.
(It is possible to open the 
residuals discharge valve)

WAIT-OK OPEN

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

MAXIMUM OIL TEMPERA-
TURE ALARM 
During the cycle the oil tempe-
rature exceeded 20 degrees 
over the pre-set temperature.

The internal oil level is low.
Contact assistance.                          

Only with Double Set Point 
cycle.
Wrong regulat ion T1 
2°SET.

MAX OIL TEMPERAT.

FAULT THERMOC. T1

ERROR THERMOC. T1
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

ALARM SERVICE OIL CHAN-
GE                                      
It stops the operation in order 
to change oil.

See “Oil Change” section. OIL CHANGE ALARM

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

ALARM WARNING NEXT 
SERVICE                              
It indicates at the end of every 
cycle that the expiry date for 
maintenance is near.

Press Stop button to 
switch the alarm off.

OIL CHANGE ADVIS
150

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

WATCH DOG ALR.  

 Meaning Consequences

WATCH DOG ALARM
Microprocessor is not  mal-
functioning.

The reclaimer is blocked.
Wait for some seconds then 
turn the main switch (1) in 
pos. 0 (switched off) and in 
pos. 1 (switched on).
Try again various times 
and if the problem persists 
contact the servicing. 
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences
MAX. LEVEL ALARMALARM MAX. LOADING 

LEVEL
(just with automatic loading 
option) 

It blocks the functioning of the 
reclaimer. 
It indicates that the max. level 
control did not function in the 
set safety time . 
(see parameters program-
ming under password)

- Loading pump does not 
function.

- Loading pump functions 
in a speed lower than 
normal: check the flow 
regulator on the compres-
sed air inlet.

- The bottom of the tank , 
where the solvent is aspi-
rated , is full of residuals.

- The solvent inlet valve 
has not opened.

- There is not enough dirty 
solvent to distill.

- Safety time wrongly set 
(see parameters pro-
gramming under pas-
sword).

- Compressed air feeding 
has been interrupted.

- Paraffi n oil quantity (only 
with paraffi n loading op-
tional) is insuffi cient insi-
de its container.

- The float came off the 
arm.

- The fl oat became heavy 
due to leak.

- The level control does not 
function correctly.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences
TANKS LEVEL WAITTANKS LEVEL WAITING

(is shown at the beginning of 
the fi rst cycle)
The level control blocks the 
functioning of the reclaimer. 
The levels inside the tanks 
are not suitable for the 
beginning of a distillation 
cycle.

Wait for the reset of the 
necessary working condi-
tions. 
If levels are correct, check 
the functioning of the level 
controls.
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

RES.UNLOAD ALARMALARM  RESIDUAL UNLO-
AD ELECTROVALVE  END-
STROKE 
(only with continuous cycle 
option)
It stops the functioning of the 
reclaimer.
One of the two automatic ope-
ning or closing operations of 
the residuals discharge valve 
has not been ended by the sa-
fety time limit previously set.

- Wrong positioning of the 
limit switch on the di-
scharge valve actuator.

- Obstruction of the valve.
- Compressed air feeding 

has been interrupted.
- Residuals collecting can 

is not correctly positioned.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

WAIT ENABLEWAIT ENABLE
(only with continuous cycle 
option)
It stops the continuous fun-
ctioning of the reclaimer.
During the continuous functio-
ning, passing from a cycle to 
another, the set conditions 
on collecting tank levels have 
been missed. 

As soon as these condi-
tions are reset, the system 
will start again the automa-
tic functioning.

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

CYCLE RESTART WAITINGCYCLE RESTART WAITING 
(only with continuous cycle 
option)
During the working cycle the 
electric supply was interrup-
ted.

The machine waits for the 
intervention of the operator 
to continue the cycle from 
the point where it has been 
interrupted.

 Meaning Consequences

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

MIN.LEVEL ALARMTANK MIN. LEVEL ALARM
(only with continuous cycle 
option)
It stops the functioning of the 
reclaimer.
The distillation cycle has not 
ended correctly and, during 
the automatic discharge pha-
se, an excessive quantity of 
residual has been noticed.

see:
PROBLEMS AND SOLU-
TIONS PRODUCTIVITY 
LOSS.

 Meaning Consequences
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MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences
T3 MAX TEMP.
T3=050° SET=45°

ALARM OUTPUTTING SOL-
VENT TEMPERATURE T3
It stops the functioning of the 
reclaimer.

During the working cycle the 
solvent temperature was 
higher than the set tempera-
ture T3.

- The electro-fans do not 
function correctly.

- The room temperature is 
the same as T3 set tem-
perature.

- The condenser is dirty 
and/on dusty.

- The water cooling circuit 
is blocked or not fun-
ctioning (only for water 
cooling).

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences

MOTORS ALARMMOTOR ALARM 
Motor alarm of one relay 
stops the functioning of the 
reclaimer. 
It indicates that one of the 
thermic relays has activated 
the protection on the assig-
ned component.

- Motor alarm of the scra-
per motor.

- Motor alarm of the liquid 
ring vacuum pump (op-
tional).

- Oil pump thermic relay 
intervention. 

DURING THE OPERATION IS DANGEROUS TO STOP RECLAIMING CYCLE, 
SINCE IT COULD CAUSE FLAMMABLE STEAM LEAK FROM THE SOLVENT-
EXIT PIPE. 

MODENA-ITALY

PROGRAM   ENTER        STOP             SELECTION

 Meaning Consequences
ALR. NITROCELL.NITROCELLULOSE ALARM

It is activated the nitrocellulose 
control security

- The residual is in auto 
ignition and the tank is 
fi lled of water.

- Contact assistance.
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The display does not turn on and the 
reclaimer does not work.

The reclaimer starts, works but does 
not heat.

The system does not reclaim the whole  
polluted solvent content.

The reclaimed solvent fl owing out is hot.

The reclaimer operates, but the reclai-
med solvent does not fl ow out.

The reclaimed solvent does not fl ow 
out and damages the lid seal or the 
safety valve.

PROBLEMS         SOLUTIONS

7.2  PROBLEMS  AND SOLUTIONS

- Verify there is input power.
- Check that the eventual main switch of the electric  

installation is connected.
-  Open the control panel and verify the fuses conducti-

vity.

-  Verify the set  temperature T1.
-  Verify the heating element is functioning.

-  Verify the correct programming. (5.3).

-  Ensure that the temperature setting is right for the 
solvent to be reclaimed (5.3). 

 (Temperature set is probably too high)
- Check the circulation and the fl ow of the cooling water 
(water condenser option).

- Check the correct programming (the temperature set 
is probably too low).

- Verify the condenser is not obstructed.
Proceed as follows:
-  Slow-down the solvent tank
-  Open the residual unloading access.
- blow compressed air inside the solvent outlet pipe (8), 
 making sure that the air passage is clear. Otherwise 

contact the I.S.T.  After Sales Service.

- The max. level fl oat is dirty and has become heavy 
due to distillation residuals and makes the dirty solvent 
loading over the max. fi lling level. Clean the fl oat or 
replace it.

- The dirty solvent is mixed with foamy products that 
drag the residue, it is necessary to not to completely 
fi ll the tank.

- Check the programming (probable T1 temperature 
regulation too high).

The reclaimed solvent fl owing out is 
dirty.
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PROBLEMS         SOLUTIONS

The machine has become less productive.

Solvent comes out from vent valve.

- The vapours collecting pipe inside the tank is obstructed 
and  blocks the passage.

 Check the conditions of this pipe.
- The distillation tank is too dirty and the  residue left 
on the walls does not allow the necessary thermic 
exchange.

- If the machine is equipped with vacuum, check the 
vacuum level reached  and check for possible leaks.

- Solvent mix has been modifi ed.
- Functioning parameters have been modifi ed.
- Heating elements are not working properly. Check the 
electric  current (in Amps) during the heating phase.

- The ordinary maintenance  oil change has not been 
carried out, causing carbon residuals inside the heating 
circuit that makes the thermic exchange worse.

 -The vapours collecting pipe is obstructed and does not 
allow the passage toward the condenser.

- T1 oil temperature set is too high.

- Verify the correct tank position.
- Check the complete closing of the pneumatic valves.
- In case of pneumatic vacuum, check the pump and 
check the chemical compatibility of the solvent with 
the seals.

- In case of electric vacuum or liquid ring vacuum, check 
the rotation sense of the motor.

Vacuum does not increase.
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8.1  DISASSEMBLY / SCRAPPING

The user shall handle the dismantling and scrapping of the materials comprising the machine, 
in accordance with the EU standards or the legislation applicable in the country where the sy-
stem is installed.

In the European Community contact your seller to selling off the reclaimer.

Before scrapping the system, the user shall inform the manufacturer of all the 
data engraved on the system identifi cation plate. 

8.2  DISPOSAL OF SCRAP

In the event of scrapping, the user shall adopt special precautionary measures in accordance 
with local legislation regarding disposal of materials harmful for the environment, such as dia-
thermic oil and distillation residues.
When the material is de-commissioned and the machine is emptied out of diathermic oil and 
solvents, the unit becomes an EU special waste not  dangerous in accordance with DLgs22/97, 
code CER 160205.
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11DIATHERMIC OIL SPECIFICATIONS   

SAFETY DATA SHEET
SECTION 1  PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION

As of the revision date above, this (M)SDS meets the regulations in the United Kingdom & Ireland.

PRODUCT
Product Name:  .................MOBILTHERM 605
Product Description: ........Severely Treated Base Oils
Product Code:  ..................201560802020,   400411,   680538-60
Intended Use:   ..................Heat transfer

 COMPANY IDENTIFICATION
Supplier: EXXONMOBIL LUBRIFICANTS & SPECIALTIES EUROPE, A   
  DIVISION OF EXXONMOBIL PETROLEUM & CHEM., BVBA 
(EMPC) 
 POLDERDIJKWEG  
 B-2030 Antwerpen
 Belgio

24 Hour Environmental / Health Emergency 
Telephone  (UK) 01372 222 000 / (IRELAND) 44 1372 222 000

 e-mail SDS-ITALY@EXXONMOBIL.COM

SECTION 2  HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

This material is not considered to be hazardous according to regulatory guidelines see Section 15.

 
HEALTH HAZARDS
 Low order of toxicity.  Excessive exposure may result in eye, skin, or respiratory irritation.

Note:   This material should not be used for any other purpose than the intended use in Section 
1 without expert advice. Health studies have shown that chemical exposure may cause potential 
human health risks which may vary from person to person.

SECTION 3  COMPOSITION / INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS

No Reportable Hazardous Substance(s) or Complex Substance(s).
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SECTION 4  FIRST AID MEASURES

INHALATION
Remove from further exposure.  For those providing assistance, avoid exposure to yourself 
or others.  Use adequate respiratory protection.  If respiratory irritation, dizziness, nausea, 
or unconsciousness occurs, seek immediate medical assistance.  If breathing has stopped, 
assist ventilation with a mechanical device or use mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.

SKIN CONTACT
   Wash contact areas with soap and water.

EYE CONTACT
   Flush thoroughly with water.  If irritation occurs, get medical assistance.

INGESTION
   First aid is normally not required. Seek medical attention if discomfort occurs.

SECTION 5  FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
 Appropriate Extinguishing Media:  Use water fog, foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide 

(CO2) to extinguish fl ames.
 Inappropriate Extinguishing Media:  Straight streams of water

FIRE FIGHTING
 Fire Fighting Instructions:  Water or foam will cause explosion of hot oil.  Evacuate area.  

Prevent run-off from fi re control or dilution from entering streams, sewers or drinking water 
supply.  Fire-fi ghters should use standard protective equipment and in enclosed spaces, 
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA).   Use water spray to cool fi re exposed surfaces 
and to protect personnel. 

 Unusual Fire Hazards:  Water used on hot oil can cause explosions from steam generation. 
Oil saturated hot lagging will result in reduced auto ignition temperature.

 Hazardous Combustion Products:   Aldehydes, Incomplete combustion products, Oxides 
of carbon, Smoke, Fume, Sulphur Oxides

FLAMMABILITY PROPERTIES 
 Flash Point [Method]:   ..........................................................>180C  (356F) [ ASTM D-93]
 Flammable Limits (Approximate volume % in air):    ...................... LEL:  0.9     UEL: 7.0
 Autoignition Temperature:   ......................................................................................... N/D 
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SECTION 6  ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES
  In the event of a spill or accidental release, notify relevant authorities in accordance with all 

applicable regulations.

  
SPILL MANAGEMENT
 Land Spill:  Stop leak if you can do so without risk.  Recover by pumping or with suitable 

absorbent.
 Water Spill:  Stop leak if you can do so without risk.  Confi ne the spill immediately with booms.   

Warn other shipping.   Remove from the surface by skimming or with suitable absorbents.   
Seek the advice of a specialist before using dispersants.

 Water spill and land spill recommendations are based on the most likely spill scenario for 
this material; however, geographic conditions, wind, temperature, (and in the case of a water 
spill) wave and current direction and speed may greatly infl uence the appropriate action to 
be taken.  For this reason, local experts should be consulted.  

 Note:  Local regulations may prescribe or limit action to be taken. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS
  Large Spills:  Dyke far ahead of liquid spill for later recovery and disposal.  Prevent entry into 

waterways, sewers, basements or confi ned areas.

SECTION 7  HANDLING AND STORAGE

HANDLING
   Prevent small spills and leakage to avoid slip hazard.       
 Static Accumulator:   This material is a static accumulator.

STORAGE
 Do not store in open or unlabelled containers.  

SECTION 8  EXPOSURE CONTROLS / PERSONAL PROTECTION

Exposure limits/standards for materials that can be formed when handling this product:   
When mists / aerosols can occur, the following are recommended:  5 mg/m³ - ACGIH TLV,  10 
mg/m³ - ACGIH STEL.     
 
Information about recommended monitoring procedures can be obtained from the following 
agency(ies)/institute(s):
France: L’Institut National de Recherche et de Sécurité (INRS)  
Germany: vBerufsgenossenschaftliches Institut für Arbeitssicherheit (BIA) 
UK: Health and Safety Executive (HSE)

.
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ENGINEERING CONTROLS
 The level of protection and types of controls necessary will vary depending upon potential 

exposure conditions. Control measures to consider:
  No special requirements under ordinary conditions of use and with adequate ventilation. 

PERSONAL PROTECTION
  Personal protective equipment selections vary based on potential exposure conditions such 

as applications, handling practices, concentration and ventilation.  Information on the selection 
of protective equipment for use with this material, as provided below, is based upon intended, 
normal usage.  

 Respiratory Protection:   If engineering controls do not maintain airborne contaminant 
concentrations at a level which is adequate to protect worker health, an approved respirator 
may be appropriate.  Respirator selection, use, and maintenance must be in accordance with 
regulatory requirements, if applicable.  Types of respirators to be considered for this material 
include: 

  No special requirements under ordinary conditions of use and with adequate ventilation.   

 For high airborne concentrations, use an approved supplied-air respirator, operated in positive 
pressure mode.  Supplied air respirators with an escape bottle may be appropriate when 
oxygen levels are inadequate, gas/vapour warning properties are poor, or if air purifying fi lter 
capacity/rating may be exceeded.

 Hand Protection:   Any specifi c glove information provided is based on published literature 
and glove manufacturer data. Work conditions can greatly affect glove durability; inspect 
and replace worn or damaged gloves. The types of gloves to be considered for this material 
include: 

 No protection is ordinarily required under normal conditions of use.  

 Eye Protection:   If contact is likely, safety glasses with side shields are recommended.

 Skin and Body Protection:    Any specifi c clothing information provided is based on published 
literature or manufacturer data.  The types of clothing to be considered for this material include:

  No skin protection is ordinarily required under normal conditions of use.  In accordance with 
good industrial hygiene practices, precautions should be taken to avoid skin contact.

 Specifi c Hygiene Measures:   Always observe good personal hygiene measures, such as 
washing after handling the material and before eating, drinking, and/or smoking.  Routinely 
wash work clothing and protective equipment to remove contaminants.  Discard contaminated 
clothing and footwear that cannot be cleaned. Practice good housekeeping.

 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
  See Sections  6,  7, 12, 13.
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SECTION 9  PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Typical physical and chemical properties are given below.   Consult the Supplier in Section 1 
for additional data.

GENERAL INFORMATION
 Physical State:    ........................................................................................................  Liquid 
 Colour:   ....................................................................................................................  Amber
 Odour:    ......................................................................................................... Characteristic
 Odour Threshold:    ....................................................................................................... N/D

IMPORTANT HEALTH, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
 Relative Density (at 15 C):    .........................................................................................  0.9   
 Flash Point [Method]:      .......................................................>180C  (356F) [ ASTM D-93]
 Flammable Limits (Approximate volume % in air):    ...................... LEL:  0.9     UEL: 7.0  
 Autoignition Temperature:   ......................................................................................... N/D 
 Boiling Point / Range:     ............................................................................. > 316C  (600F)
 Vapour Density (Air = 1):    .......................................................................... > 2 at 101 kPa
 Vapour Pressure:    ........................................................ < 0.013 kPa (0.1 mm Hg) at 20°C
 Evaporation Rate (N-Butyl Acetate = 1):    .................................................................. N/D
 pH:    ................................................................................................................................N/A
 Log Pow (n-Octanol/Water Partition Coeffi cient):    ................................................. > 3.5
 Solubility in Water:    ............................................................................................Negligible
 Viscosity:    ................ 30.6 cSt  (30.6 mm²/sec) at 40°C  |  5.2 cSt  (5.2 mm²/sec) at 100C
 Oxidising properties:   ................................................................... See Sections 3, 15, 16.

OTHER INFORMATION
 Freezing Point:    ........................................................................................................... N/D
 Melting Point:    ..............................................................................................................N/A
 Pour Point:       .................................................................................................. -6°C  (21°F)   
 DMSO Extract (mineral oil only), IP-346:     ...........................................................< 3 %wt 

SECTION 10  STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

STABILITY:  Material is stable under normal conditions.

CONDITIONS TO AVOID:  Excessive heat. High energy sources of ignition.

MATERIALS TO AVOID:   Strong oxidisers

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS:  Material does not decompose at ambient 
temperatures.

HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION:  Will not occur.
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SECTION 11  TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Acute Toxicity

  Route of Exposure
INHALATION

Toxicity: LC50 > 5000 mg/m3

Irritation: No end point data.

INGESTION
Toxicity: LD50 > 2000 mg/kg

Skin
Toxicity: LD50 > 2000 mg/kg

Irritation: Data available.

Eye 
Irritation: Data available.

  Conclusion / Remarks
Minimally Toxic. Based on test data for structurally similar 
materials.
Negligible hazard at ambient/normal handling temperatures. 
Based on assessment of the components.

Minimally Toxic. Based on test data for structurally similar 
materials.

Minimally Toxic. Based on test data for structurally similar 
materials.

Negligible irritation to skin at ambient temperatures. Based 
on test data for structurally similar materials.

May cause mild, short-lasting discomfort to eyes. Based on 
test data for structurally similar materials.

CHRONIC/OTHER EFFECTS
 For the product itself:
  Base oil severely refi ned:  Not carcinogenic in animal studies. Representative material 

passes IP-346, Modifi ed Ames test, and/or other screening tests. Dermal and inhalation 
studies showed minimal effects; lung non-specifi c infi ltration of immune cells, oil deposition 
and minimal granuloma formation. Not sensitising in test animals.

Additional information is available by request.

SECTION 12  ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

The information given is based on data available for the material, the components of the material, 
and similar materials.

ECOTOXICITY   
 Material - Not expected to be harmful to aquatic organisms. 

MOBILITY 
 Material -Low solubility and fl oats and is expected to migrate from water to the land.  Expected 

to partition to sediment and wastewater solids. 

PERSISTENCE AND DEGRADABILITY
Biodegradation: 
 Material -  Expected to be inherently biodegradable
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BIOACCUMULATION POTENTIAL 
 Material - Has the potential to bioaccumulate, however metabolism or physical properties 

may reduce the bioconcentration or limit bioavailability.

SECTION 13  DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

Disposal recommendations based on material as supplied.  Disposal must be in accordance 
with current applicable laws and regulations, and material characteristics at time of disposal. 

DISPOSAL RECOMMENDATIONS
  Product is suitable for burning in an enclosed controlled burner for fuel value or disposal 

by supervised incineration at very high temperatures to prevent formation of undesirable 
combustion products. 

 
REGULATORY DISPOSAL INFORMATION 
European Waste Code:  13 03 07

 NOTE:  These codes are assigned based upon the most common uses for this material and 
may not refl ect contaminants resulting from actual use.  Waste producers need to assess 
the actual process used when generating the waste and its contaminants in order to assign 
the proper waste disposal code(s).

 This material is considered as hazardous waste pursuant to Directive 91/689/EEC on 
hazardous waste, and subject to the provisions of that Directive unless Article 1(5) of that 
Directive applies.

 Empty Container Warning Empty Container Warning (where applicable):  Empty containers may 
contain residue and can be dangerous.  Do not attempt to refi ll or clean containers without proper 
instructions.  Empty drums should be completely drained and safely stored until appropriately 
reconditioned or disposed.  Empty containers should be taken for recycling, recovery, or disposal 
through suitably qualifi ed or licensed contractor and in accordance with governmental regulations.  
DO NOT PRESSURISE, CUT, WELD, BRAZE, SOLDER, DRILL, GRIND, OR EXPOSE SUCH 
CONTAINERS TO HEAT, FLAME, SPARKS, STATIC ELECTRICITY, OR OTHER SOURCES 
OF IGNITION.  THEY MAY EXPLODE AND CAUSE INJURY OR DEATH.

SECTION 14  TRANSPORT INFORMATION

LAND (ADR/RID) :  Not Regulated for Land Transport

INLAND WATERWAYS (ADNR) :  Not Regulated for Inland Waterways Transport

SEA (IMDG) :  Not Regulated for Sea Transport according to IMDG-Code

AIR (IATA) :  Not Regulated for Air Transport
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SECTION 15  REGULATORY INFORMATION

Material is not dangerous as defi ned by the EU Dangerous Substances/Preparations 
Directives.
     
EU LABELING:  Not regulated according to EC Directives

REGULATORY STATUS AND APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
 Complies with the following national/regional chemical inventory requirements:   
 AICS, KECI, ENCS, TSCA, EINECS, PICCS, DSL

SECTION 16 OTHER INFORMATION

N/D = Not determined, N/A = Not applicable

THIS SAFETY DATA SHEET CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING REVISIONS:
Revision Changes:
Section 05: Fire Fighting Measures - Fire Fighting Instruction was modifi ed.
Section 13: Empty Container Warning was modifi ed.
Section 09: Phys/Chem Properties Note was modifi ed.
Section 09: Boiling Point ºC(ºF) was modifi ed.
Section 08: Hand Protection was modifi ed.
Section 09: Vapour Pressure was modifi ed.
Section 06: Accidental Release - Spill Management - Water was modifi ed.
Section 09: Relative Density - Header was modifi ed.
Section 09: Flash Point ºC(ºF) was modifi ed.
Section 09: Viscosity was modifi ed.
Section 09: Viscosity was modifi ed.
Section 15: National Chemical Inventory Listing was modifi ed.
Section 11: Inhalation Lethality Test Data was modifi ed.
Section 01: Company Contact Methods Sorted by Priority was modifi ed.
Section 01: Supplier Mailing Address was modifi ed.
Section 05: Fire Fighting Measures - Unusual Fire Hazards was added.
Section 05: Fire Fighting Measures - Unusual Fire Hazards - Header was added.
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The information and recommendations contained herein are, to the best of ExxonMobil’s 
knowledge and belief, accurate and reliable as of the date issued.  You can contact ExxonMobil 
to insure that this document is the most current available from ExxonMobil.  The information 
and recommendations are offered for the user’s consideration and examination.  It is the user’s 
responsibility to satisfy itself that the product is suitable for the intended use.  If buyer repackages 
this product, it is the user’s responsibility to insure proper health, safety and other necessary 
information is included with and/or on the container.  Appropriate warnings and safe-handling 
procedures should be provided to handlers and users.  Alteration of this document is strictly 
prohibited.  Except to the extent required by law, re-publication or retransmission of this document, 
in whole or in part, is not permitted.  The term, “ExxonMobil” is used for convenience, and may 
include any one or more of ExxonMobil Chemical Company, Exxon Mobil Corporation, or any 
affi liates in which they directly or indirectly hold any interest.
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EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY OF A MACHINE
            NR.         

We, ITALIA SISTEMI TECNOLOGICI S.p.A. headquartered in
 Strada S. Anna, 590 
41122 Modena, ITALY 

Referring to the person of  Mr. Palmiro Debbia, authorized to issue the present technical fi le 
in Strada S. Anna, 590
 41122 Modena, ITALY

Declare under our sole responsibility that:

The SOLVENT RECLAIMER 
(for solvent of groups II A and II B)

Model 

Serial N°  

                                               II 2 G c Ex d/mb/ia IIB T 230°C

To which this statement relates,

Complies with the safety requirements set by the directives 

 2006/42/CE -  94/9/CE -  2004/108/CE -  2006/95/CE -
 MAC  ATEX  EMC  LVD

in accordance with the provisions of the following norms:

 ATEX Electric EN  IEC  EN  IEC   EN  IEC   EN  IEC  EN  IEC 
  60079-0  60079-1  60079-11  60079-14  60079-25

 ATEX NON Electric  EN 1127-1  EN 13463-1  EN 13463-5  EN 13463-6 
 EMC EN 61000    
  EN 626-1  EN 626-2  EN 60204  EN 12100-1  EN 12100-2
 MAC   EN13857 EN 60947-5  EN 894-1  EN 13478 EN 13732-1
  EN 1037 EN 14986 EN 953

                 Modena,  

Legal Representative
Palmiro Debbia

                   Signature

Certifi cate




